REGULAR MEETING
ANNOUNCEMENT
Los Angeles Regional Adult Education Consortium
ZOOM MEETING
May 20, 2020  10:00 AM to 1:00 PM
LARAEC Regular Board Meeting
Agenda
1. Call to Order
1.1 Pledge of Allegiance
1.2 Adjustments to the Agenda – The Board
President Will Announce any Requests for
Adjustments to the Meeting Agenda
1.3 Approval of the Agenda
1.4 Items for Future Agendas
1.5 Approval of the Minutes
a. Regular Board Meeting: April 22, 2020

Emilio Urioste

2. Public Comment

Emilio Urioste

3. Yearly Plan Update
3.1 Discussion of process for writing and submitting
the plan for school year 20‐21

Lanzi Asturias

4. Budget Report and updates:
4.1 Upcoming CAEP due dates, updates and
reminders
4.2 FY 2021‐2022 Consortium Fiscal Administration
Declaration (CFAD)
4.3 FY 2019‐2020 annual plan
4.4 CAEP Allocations – May Revise California adult
education budget scenario based on the May
Revise

Grace Ocampo

5. Information/Discussion Items
5.1 Conference funds report of the expenditures and
balance from the cancelled March 2020 LARAEC
conference

Lanzi Asturias
Justin Gorence

Mission Statement
LARAEC will sustain, expand, and improve adult education.
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Vision Statement
LARAEC will provide seamless pathways to workforce and higher education that are efficient,
comprehensive, student‐centered, and regionally relevant.

5.2 Eide Bailly, LLP LARAEC enrollment count and
procedures final audit: CASAS report on
reconciliation of data between systems

Lanzi Asturias

5.3 Vasquez and Company, LLP development of
oversight policies and procedures progress
report

Grace Ocampo

5.4 Virtual conference opportunities, consortium
moderated sessions, and Innovation Awards
5.5 Action Planning Teams: Next steps
5.6 CalFresh Stakeholders update from May meeting

Michele Stiehl
Justin Gorence and
Michele Stiehl

5.7 Remote CASAS testing and remote COAAP
testing
Executive Board

6. Board Member Reports
7. Public Comment
8. Action Items
8.1 No Action Items
9. Announcements:
Next Board Meeting: June 17, 2020 10 AM – 1PM
Location: Zoom Meeting
Adjourn

Emilio Urioste

Please note that the LARAEC Executive Board may consider at this meeting any item referred from a Board Meeting five calendar
days prior to this meeting (Education Code 54954.2(b)(3)). The LARAEC Executive Board may also refer any item on the agenda for
the consideration of a committee or meeting of the LARAEC Executive Board. Requests for disability related modifications or
reasonable accommodations shall be made 24 hours prior to the meeting to Teresa Plaza by emailing Teresa.plaza@lausd.net.
Requests for translation should be made at least 48 hours in advance by calling Teresa Plaza at emailing Teresa.plaza@lausd.net.
Individuals wishing to speak at a Board meeting must sign up at the meeting. There will be no sign ups in advance of the meeting.
Speakers must sign up prior to the public comment section of the agenda. Speakers should plan to arrive early. Materials related to
an item on this agenda distributed to the LARAEC Executive Board are available for public inspection during the meeting and at
http://laraec.net/open-meetings/
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Vision Statement
LARAEC will provide seamless pathways to workforce and higher education that are efficient,
comprehensive, student‐centered, and regionally relevant.
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Minutes‐ Board Meeting
Wednesday, April 22, 2020
10:00 AM – 12:00 PM
Via Zoom

LARAEC Executive Board

Executive Board Members in
Emilio Urioste, Burbank USD
Veronica Montes, Culver City USD
Larry Frank, LACCD
Joseph Stark, Los Angeles USD
Alice Jacquez, Montebello USD

Point Person Team Members
X
X
X
X
X

Rosalinda Brewington, BUSD
Elvis Carias, CCUSD
Dr. Adrienne Ann Mullen, LACCD
Men Le, LAUSD
Philip Tenorio, MUSD

Staff
X
X
X
X
X

Lanzi Asturias, Project Director
Michele Stiehl, Advisor
Justin Gorence, Advisor
Grace Ocampo, Budget Analyst
Teresa Plaza, Secretary

1
Call to Order

Mr. Urioste called the meeting to order at 10:12 with quorum. He explained
the protocol that would be observed for their first board meeting via Zoom.

Mr. Urioste

2
Pledge of
Allegiance
3
Adjustments
to the
Agenda

Mr. Gorence led the pledge of allegiance.

Mr. Gorence

Mr. Asturias requested that on item 11, Announcements, instead of having
the date of the next meeting as Friday August 14, 2020, that they change that
to TBD (To Be Determined) as that is part of the discussion they will hopefully
have today.
Ms. Jacquez requested if the public comment section could come up twice
like they usually do, since this situation is so new to everyone and they may
have people coming late. Mr. Asturias said that procedurally, if they are going
to have a second round of comments, it will be after 10.5. All comments need
to be made before decisions are made, and they have an action item for 10.6.
So they can call it agenda item 10.5.1, Public Comments.
Mr. Frank asked if there was a chance to have a little bit of a dialogue about
the workforce development opportunities that are likely to come to their
districts with the stimulus act funds that are coming. Mr. Urioste thought that
would be limited to Mr. Frank’s time as a board member. Mr. Frank
acknowledged that there was a lot of relaxing of the Brown Act during this
time for conversation, but maybe people can just limit it to their thoughts as
board members.
Ms. Jacquez motioned to accept the adjustments to the agenda, and Mr.
Frank seconded.
There was no discussion. The board voted unanimously to approve the
adjustments to the agenda.
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4
Approval of
the agenda

5
Items for
Future
Agendas

Ms. Montes moved to adopt the agenda as adjusted. Mr. Frank seconded.
There was no discussion. The board voted unanimously to approve the
agenda as adjusted.
Mr. Frank suggested they have an item to talk about the workforce
development opportunities that our districts could be working on, and even
working on in partnership related to the stimulus funds that are coming.
Ms. Jacquez asked in regards to the representative for Tops enterprise, if
they were ever going to address that, and were they coming to speak to the
board, and Lanzi confirmed that addressing that is part of the agenda today.
Mr. Stark echoed what Mr. Frank mentioned, and said that there’s a lot that
the board should be talking about, but he thinks one issue that might be
interesting to talk about is leveraging their might a bit around technology and
resources for adults with high barriers for further education and training,
obviously a highly relevant topic given the students they serve. The need for
tech hit their districts unexpectedly, so that might be something in terms of a
long-term ask, and devices for their students would be an area of interest.

6
Approval of
the minutes

6. a. Open Board Meeting: January 17, 2020
Mr. Stark moved to approve the minutes from the January 17, 2020 board
meeting, and Mr. Frank seconded.
There was no discussion. The board voted unanimously to approve the
minutes.

7
Public
Comment
8
Board
Member
Reports

LAUSD Teacher Advisor Sofia Mayoral said that there were no public
comment cards.

Sofia Mayoral

LAUSD:

Mr. Stark
a. Mr. Stark reported that LAUSD has been working hard on their
continuity of learning plan. In terms of academic and ESL,
they were already far along with the setup as far as distance
learning.
b. CTE is his biggest concern because they are very hands-on
classes, so the challenge is how you do that in a viable way
online. He said their instructors have really stepped up, so
LAUSD is letting them lead the way as far as what they need
for their programs, and he has been in awe of some of the
innovation out there.
c. He also wanted to echo the thoughts about discussing career
tech training and workforce development. But he is really
happy with the team for doing a lot of heavy lifting with
virtually no lead time. He thinks they should advocate going
forward for technology and for their students in that
technology divide. Without a device and a decent internet
connection, you’re an outcast essentially, so LAUSD is
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looking to take advantage of opportunities that are evolving
by the minute.
BUSD:

Mr. Urioste
a. Mr. Urioste expressed how thankful he was to BUSD staff,
teachers, counselors, office staff, support staff. In very quick
time, they came together and had to absorb a lot. Frankly,
there was the issue of how can BUSD maintain operations as
a school virtually, and how do they work from their homes.
Coming together and being able to deal with those things is
huge. He looks at some of the larger members of LARAEC,
and can’t even fathom how they do it. He added that they
could not have done this without the support of OTAN and
CASAS; they provided them with excellent training and
webinars. The information gleaned from there was awesome,
because they have a lot of information that’s important to the
daily operations they have.
b. He agrees with Mr. Stark that a major challenge is getting
devices and hotspots out to students who don’t have access
to the technology, and even being able to communicate that
to them has been a challenge. Fortunately, BUSD has
invested in technology such as laptops and ipads; but rolling
those out has been another critical piece of the puzzle. What
he can say is they are running their ESL classes. He met with
their teachers, and they are energetic and enthusiastic about
the task; there are some that are doing incredibly innovative
things with technology, and there are some that need a little
hand-holding with technology, and that’s okay.
c. They have also had their CTE people stepping up and
innovating. Certain CTE programs that they have not been
able to run, like their CNA program. Students have already
done the application and virtual classes for the theory; now
they need the clinical, and that’s not available to them. And
so in times of crisis, not just the individual districts but the
state needs to be able to address these issues. The other
piece which has been tough has been the professional
development and making sure that they get that out to
people, letting them know what the options are. Zoom is an
option, but then there were security issues with Zoom that
people are worried about, so they need to be able to
recommend alternatives. BUSD has truly supported its adult
ed teachers and included them in professional development,
so the umbrella of their districts has truly come together.
What he can say is in the midst of this difficult moment, very
positive things and new ideas have come about.

LACCD:
a. Mr. Frank said that LACCD was in the same boat as
everybody, and it’s been a hurricane; they are lucky to be
working, but he said that it feels like they’re working harder
now, but for some reason they don’t feel as productive. As a
district, they set themselves to shut down on March 16th, and
then the stay at home order hit, so they realized they needed
to not only bring classes online, but bring operations online.
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b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

They prepped faculty for a week, then spent the next week
putting operations online, then classes started on March 30th.
Echoing Mr. Stark, LACCD never could have gotten their
faculty to do online classes unless this pandemic had come
about. They have superstars and star faculty, but also have a
lot of hard-to-convert classes, particularly clinical classes
involving nursing and health. The digital divide was huge:
their recent survey shows that about 22% of their students
overall are trying to log in just on their cell phones.
LACCD has gotten about 9,000 chromebooks out to students
and have applications in for 5,000 more. Mr. Frank then listed
some of the software that LACCD has been using to work
with their students and manage classes digitally. They are
also glad they have gotten their IT department to adopt a
short-term application form.
About the governor’s budget, they don’t know what it’s going
to mean as a district. LACCD staff are getting the 5, 10, 15%
cut scenarios ready, and it won’t be until August until they
have a clear sense of what it’s going to be. But there’s a
couple of questions that come to mind: number one, how do
they keep people engaged? Tons of people are dropping
because of job loss, family responsibilities, etc. They are
trying to bring in some augmented VR technology for some of
the hands-on classes.
He added that a Harvard report recently said that they may be
able to come back in some capacity in June. Multiple spikes
will be coming in multiple periods by geography until a
vaccine is found, which could affect all districts even after
opening back up.
LACCD is working really hard on what’s happening at the
national level with Stimulus 4, how they get the WIOA dollars
in, and Mr. Frank thinks those opportunities will be available
for all the districts. He added that whole sectors in the
workforce are devastated, but not everyone is coming back;
there is currently a big battle in City Council today as to how
coming back to work will function. But they can all talk for an
hour about what this experience has been like, where the
lessons and opportunities are, and kudos to everybody for
holding it together emotionally, and their students for holding
it together on every front.
(Following Mr. Urioste’s report, Mr. Frank added:)
First of all, he does not know if LARAEC office provided the
transitions to everyone or just to the board members, and Ms.
Stiehl said that the LACCD is included in those now in the
document.
Mr. Frank said that the issues in California now are when and
how they will reopen. The governor is reporting today on the 6
preconditions for reopening, and one of them that affects
LARAEC is social distancing, and the issue is how they can
do that in school. Also, apparently all of the districts have
received CARES Act dollars, and 50% was supposed to go to
students directly somehow. Yesterday, Betsy Devos said that
it is not allowed to go to anyone but citizens and naturalized
residents, so LARAEC’s DACA students aren’t allowed to
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receive any, and he wanted to lay out that additional
complexity.
MUSD:

Ms. Jacquez
a. Ms. Jacquez said that one of the things she noticed is, she
thinks they are like first responders in education, in that they
are just doing the job they are supposed to be doing, even in
a crisis. The district expects it, the parents demand it, and the
students deserve it, so she just wanted to give a shout out to
everybody. Another thing is, as far as MCAS is doing, they
have been meeting with instructors on a weekly basis, plus
meeting with the classified staff, checking in on their
emotional state. A lot of the classified staff are going stir
crazy at home too, so they’re offering to support MUSD any
way they can. MUSD has updated their website, and they are
moving forward with online registration. They are still working
with ASAP, although they are looking to work with another
online provider. Other that, they are facing similar problems
of technology and hands-on learning as other districts.

CCUSD:

Ms Montes
a.

9
Reports to
the Board

Ms. Montes said that CCUSD is just adjusting, and she knows
Ruth Morris is going to speak about the transition. Their
district is trying to figure out how they can make it work for all
of their students. At the adult school, the teachers have been
working hard to create learning opportunities for students and
support, and the district is providing support for all their staff.
She also can’t wait to actually see people face to face when
this is over and sit down and eat in a restaurant.

9.1 Annual Plan Update
a. Ms. Stiehl referred board members and online stakeholders to
the copy of LARAEC’s annual plan update in their packets.
She explained that since they went through it at their January
meeting, they had a large Action Planning Team meeting in
February, and other groups have worked on projects. With
regards to the annual plan, their focus has shifted because of
everything that’s happened. Looking at the stuff that’s on the
annual plan for the LARAEC office to do, there’s things they
see as super important to get going right now like developing
the website and pushing content onto it. One of the items on
their list was putting together a universal professional
development website, and there’s so much PD happening right
now they want to work on that right away.
b. Mr. Gorence added that they thought it might be appropriate to
do the APT update here, and directed the board to their
packets. The update is meant to give the board and
stakeholders a sense of what’s happening with the APT since
January.
i. February 7th they had an APT meeting face to face
with a chance to sit down, take a look at action items
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Ms. Stiehl
Mr. Gorence

developed at the November meeting and give them a
chance to continue to work on those items to push
them forward. The LARAEC office had offered the
option to get together for a supplemental meeting in
March, and a number of teams wanted to take
advantage of that.
ii. The Adults with Disabilities team managed to get
together March 6th, but other teams weren’t able to
meet because of pandemic concerns. The items of
note on the report to the board will just give you a
sense for what each APT was working on when they
had to discontinue those meetings. Aso, most of the
teams have developed an electronic platform to
communicate and share information, but this
information is only current as of the 2nd week of March
when they suspended activities.
9.1.1 New Annual Plan (FY 2020-2021)
a. Mr. Asturias explained that in spite of current circumstances,
the CAEP office is holding LARAEC to most of the deadlines
that they had already set up from the previous year, and so the
new yearly plan is due on August 15th. It should include some
of the current distance and online learning efforts that most
districts are engaged in currently.
b. It is his understanding that as soon as the CFAD is completed,
the 1-year plan template will be available for consortia. It will
be similar to last year’s if not the same. Given current
circumstances, they should follow the same procedure as last
year to gain input and finalize the report on the new annual
plan.
9.2 Budget Reports and Updates
Ms. Ocampo presented the upcoming due dates related to CAEP. On May
2nd, the fiscal year 2021 CFAD certification is due. On June 1st, the Q3
progress and expense report is due in NOVA. June 16th will be the deadline
to turn in CBO certified reports to LARAEC.
9.2.1 FY 2019 2020 Q2 Progress and Expense Report
a. Ms. Ocampo said that last month they completed the
submission of their Q2 Progress and Expense report and
closeout report. The P and E report had a budget revision. She
then introduced a summary of the Q2 report, and added that
LARAEC has met the 30% target for Q2, but there are 3
districts that did not meet this target and their corrective action
plan is indicated in this slide. These districts are expected to
meet their targets in Q3.
b. She added that all districts have indicated that their expenses
are aligned with the regional comprehensive plan.
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Ms. Ocampo

9.2.2 FY 2017-2018 Closeout Report
a. Along with the Q2 report, LARAEC completed the closeout
report for the FY2018 allocations. All member districts have
certified that all funds for the FY have been spent and they are
not returning funds to the state.
9.2.3 Capital Outlay
a. Ms. Ocampo introduced summaries of their capital outlay
approvals, budgets, and expenditures. In FY2019, the board
had approved about 2.6 million in capital outlay projects. As of
the end of FY2019 in Q4, the budget they reported to the state
is about 3.15 million.
b. She then showed a summary of the FY2020 capital outlay
budget, adding that the board had approved about 10 million in
capital outlay expenditures. If they add the carryover of about
2.3 million from prior year, this would bring the projected
capital outlay budget to 12.3 million.
c. She explained the summary of their capital outlay budget as of
Q2 reporting. They reported about 11.11 million in capital
outlay and have spent about 1.2 million. Their balance is about
9.9 million.
9.3 LARAEC Conference Report
a. Mr. Gorence explained that typically the annual LARAEC
conference is held the second saturday of March, but Covid-19
forced cancellation. Because of the timing of cancellation,
there were a number of outstanding contracts with vendors.
Typically the vendors wanted to work with LARAEC, but the
arrangement was if LARAEC were to hold its conference at its
normal time, they would forgo the cancellation fee, but typically
if you look at the vendors here on the report to the board, most
of them were willing to work with LARAEC and waive the
cancellation fee. Because they talked to them about the
likelihood of the conference being at its normal time next year,
it would make sense to schedule their next conference at its
normal time and location. The board also might draw up
bylaws around force majeure decisions or act of god
situations; just might be what the board might want to
consider.
i.
Mr. Urioste asked if there was money lost, and what
was the total. Mr. Gorence said that there was, and the
money was money laid out by the vendors that they’d
already spent. He said he would be happy to aggregate
those numbers and report on them.
ii.
Mr. Stark: added that it would be helpful to know what
money they are out, and what percentage of the
remaining money for this year’s conference they could
repurpose.
9.4 Action Planning Teams (APT) Report
a. Mr. Gorence said that as previously noted, the information that
is in the report, the board has already heard previously in the
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Mr. Gorence

agenda. As they are aware, the APT functions are suspended
pending the board’s decision on the most judicious way
forward.
b. Ms. Montes switched topics back to the LARAEC conference
reschedule memo that the board received, which lists all of the
costs if they wait to decide versus if they should go. She asked
Mr. Stark if he was asking for a summary of that, adding that
the board cannot make a decision on the matter today since it
is not an action item.
i.
She asked if there is a timeline that the Sheraton is
asking that LARAEC reschedule so they do not have to
pay the $40,000, and Mr. Gorence replied that their
was one, but he would have to check. Ms. Stiehl said
that she believed the deadline to reschedule was
before the end of the year, since the Sheraton knows
that they have to figure it out and get board approval.
ii.
Mr. Gorence added that the reason they are going back
and forth on the date is that it’s been an evolution since
the cancellation. Ms. Stiehl clarified that originally it
was March, then the end of the school year, then the
end of 2020, and then they would only have to pay the
$8,000 for food out of pocket.
iii.
Ms. Montes clarified that this should be an action item
for the next meeting.
iv.
Mr. Stark said that the LARAEC office is making a
recommendation for a day in March, and if that’s the
decision point they are waiting on, under delegated
authority he doesn't see why they can’t move on it.
v.
Mr. Urioste added that Mr. Stark had already
mentioned and indicated that what the board would like
for the next meeting is to know exactly how much they
have lost in terms of any fees that they incurred, how
much of the conference funding they have leftover, and
how much they can repurpose for other needs. He
directed Mr. Gorence and Ms. Stiehl to provide that for
their next meeting. Mr. Gorence asked for clarification
on what “repurpose for other needs” would mean, and
Mr. Urioste clarified that they wanted to know how
much money that LARAEC didn’t have for this year
because of the conference, and how they can
repurpose that for other needs out there.
vi.
Mr. Frank added that the work that went into it is
phenomenal, and it looks like an exciting conference. If
there’s a repurporse conversation, he suggested
maybe LARAEC can help them to think centrally about
some of that capacity.
c. Mr. Urioste then returned to the APT report, and asked if there
was something they should incorporate into their action
planning teams given that they are in this very difficult
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circumstance. For example, regarding technology, is there
something they should be refocusing on or revisiting in light of
what they are experiencing? Mr. Gorence said that he thinks
they need to take a look at how they can focus on technology,
and maybe the Data & Accountability team can help with that,
disseminating info across districts and sharing info with
districts.
d. Mr. Urioste added that teachers really had a lot of work to do in
preparing materials, then delivering them to students. But
really rethinking how they deliver instruction, is it something
that’s going to be discussed with these action planning teams?
Because quite frankly they don’t know if LARAEC is going to
be in this same position come fall, or even winter if there’s
another round of social distancing. Mr. Gorence thought that
the first step might be for the board to consider how the APTs
can continue their work in some form or format, and then they
can consider those important issues.
e. Ms. Montes noted that on the report, it says groups are in their
process as of mid-March. She asked to clarify if the LARAEC
office was waiting for guidance from the board to determine
how to move forward with the APTs.
f. Mr. Asturias interjected that basically what they are struggling
with is the logistics of how to re-engage with the APTs. They
know the environment is not as open, and is a little more
restrictive in terms of whether they can engage individuals, or
if the individuals will have time to participate in APT activities..
All these logistics need to be worked out before they reengage, and they want to be cognizant of changes in the
playing field, and don’t want to impose on teachers dealing
with all of this. Also they don’t want to go against new
requirements that may be present in districts as a result of new
circumstances.
g. Ms. Montes noted that they don’t have it as a discussion item,
and are not proposing a meeting until August 14th, and asked
if they are proposing that the APTs would not be meeting
between now and then. Mr. Asturias clarified that that was one
of the changes to the agenda that was introduced in terms of
the next meeting date. It has been changed to TBD because of
all of the additional assignments and seeking directions. When
the meeting comes to the list of meetings they are proposing
for next year they can address issues such as this.
9.5 Existing and New Approaches to Distance and Online Learning,
Including Best Practices
a. Mr. Urioste clarified that this report is not a “gotcha”
report, and neither it nor its accompanying spreadsheet
were intended to be. He added that one of the things
for him that was important in this particular phase is
they will have to think on the fly and quickly assess
resources such as personnel, equipment, technology.
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He wants to know as the largest consortium in the state
how all of its members are dealing with the situation.
Because if LAUSD is doing something that’s really
working, he wants to know what it is so he can
incorporate and utilize it for his students. If MUSD is
doing something, he wants to know what it is. So he
thought of this report as a way for them to see how it is
that each of them are operating during this very special
time period.
b. Ms. Stiehl then displayed a spreadsheet that was not in
the board’s packet, since it was submitted just
yesterday. She explained that it was recommended by
some of the board members that they talk about what
everyone is doing in their districts. They had several
staff and PPT meetings, thought about how districts are
communicating with their students, what platforms
they’re using to communicate/provide resources, how
districts are handling internet connections, what CTE
programs LARAEC is still doing, how they are
recording and tracking attendance remotely. What are
points of pride in each district, etc.
c. Rosalinda Brewington from BUSD said that e-mail
seems to be one of the ways her district is
communicating. Blasts are being sent to students.
Counselors return calls to interested students and
contact those with courses in progress. CTE faculty
communicates with students about new classes and
registration. Teachers have been provided training in
google classroom.
i.
In their students with disabilities group, youtube
videos are used for further learning. Classified
and certificated staff are informed about CalPro,
OTAN and Casas PD. Apex learning is used for
high school diploma classes.
ii.
Teachers use email to communicate with
students to provide class assignments and
powerpoints, and to communicate with each
other. In terms of resources, the office is
contacting and is still making contact with
students; for classes that closed, students who
paid for those classes get their money back.
iii.
Students and staff have been provided with
iPads or Chromebooks, and students who need
a device have been encouraged to contact their
teacher, counselor, or the school as a whole.
iv.
Classes and students are being recorded with
the distance learning tag, and BUSD is
providing instructions provided by CASAS and
OTAN based on a webinar from them. Weekly
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Zoom meetings are held with the department
staff and the leadership team. Text messages
are used selectively with office staff and
leadership staff. CNA has been canceled, and
all other CTE classes have been run remotely.
Teachers have developed a deep enthusiasm
for remote learning, and have been very
creative when it comes to instruction.
d. Ruth Morris, speaking for CCUSD, explained that in
terms of engagement and retention, they are using
their website, social media, and email to groups of
students, and they have various google form surveys
they’ve sent to students. They are also working on
having their registration form as a google form, and
they are trying out something for new and returning
students on the website, hoping to link to ASAP.
i.
She added that teachers have been taking quite
well to Google Meets and Zoom. For their
software, they have APEX for the high school
diploma side, and some use of it in ABE as well.
For ABE they have been using NewsELA and
MyELT as well. The teachers have developed
synchronous and asynchronous assignments.
ii.
Counselors, teachers and office staff have been
reaching out to students. Regarding CCUSD’s
resource management and devices, on the day
they were all together physically last, they
checked out Chromebooks to teachers to work
from home and provided information through
their district about free internet access in the
area.
iii.
They created a shared spreadsheet through
Google to manage the collection of data,
rosters, and what students are doing
synchronistically and asynchronistically. Some
of which they have done before, but teachers
have really stepped up to use it more often. The
office staff sort of made themselves liaisons to
all of the different departments, which has
worked out very nicely. They don’t have CTE
right now, so they don’t have anything yet on
that front to worry about. Points of pride for
CCUSD are the creativity that the staff has
come up with, and their efforts to reach out to
students who have dropped out: people may
have extra time on their hands to come back to
them. In areas wanting support, it is just a
question about what will happen; for example,
some of the HiSET students are continuing to
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study for an exam that they’re not sure is going
to happen.
e. Dr. Adrienne Ann Mullen, speaking for LACCD, would
echo the same things that have been shared so far.
She and Mr. Frank wanted to share LACCD’s approach
to enrollment.
i.
They completed the transitions worksheet and
did some touchpoint calls with AE deans and
CE deans. For points of pride, they put together
the non-credit adult education calling center, to
call every student registered for Spring 2020.
Most of the classes were never intended to be
made online. They have repurposed employees
whose jobs were face to face to be their
ambassadors to bring students back in.
ii.
Other points of pride include the distribution of
Chromebooks to students, and moving about 40
short-term voc ed classes/programs online. The
classes they are having challenges with are
their health-based classes. The theory portion
they can put on line, the face-to-face
requirement they can’t.
iii.
In terms of areas to improve support, their
online application is cumbersome. They moved
to create a 1-page paper application to make it
simpler, but they can’t make paper-to-paper
applications. So they are moving non-credit
application online for a fall release.
iv.
They are also reviewing face-to-face porcesses
online; how do people check out textbooks, etc.
Many colleges are using CraniumCafe for
counseling support, and they hope to include
that into credit and non credit. They are looking
at what partnerships with workforce
development opportunities look like. What this
national emergency has shown LACCD is that
they have to prepare students for the gig
economy. And they are reviewing what
programs they can move on or off-line if
necessary.
f. Dr. Mullen then introduced a slide with tables showing
student enrollment between Spring 2019 and Spring
2020. She stressed that this date is preliminary, and
that this is enrollment; it does not mean they are
engaged. They wanted to see the difference between
enrollment from this year and last year.
i.
She expained that the 2nd table is active
student headcount, and it’s not duplicated.
Again, this means the students are there,
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doesn’t mean they’re engaged. They are taking
enrollment online and through their SIS system,
and they are using google meets and Zoom
across the colleges.
ii.
She explained that the first table is total
enrollment, duplicated, and table two is
unduplicated headcount.
g. On the next slide, she introduced a survey to everyone
enrolled in a Spring 2020 class. The study is in real
time, so the numbers will change depending on how
many people submit in the future. 76% have access to
a computer, 82% have access to the interenet. 68%
have access to their classwork on a computer.
Approximately 12% say they are not prepared for
online classes and an additional 20% are not sure how
they feel.
i.
She added that the majority of the students say
they’ve had regular contacts with their
instructor. About half of their students have lost
their jobs or had their hours reduced, and about
20% suffer from food insecurity. How LACCD is
using this information is they are determining
what courses they need to provide to their
students to make them competitive in this
market. With all the furloughs being issued, they
need to think of how they are training them to
be socially viable when restrictions lift.
ii.
The next slide talks about challenges that
students have been experiencing. The majority
have more than average stress or tremendous
stress.
h. Mr. Stark gave kudos to LACCD and thanked Dr.
Mullen for a comprehensive report, and for getting
those devices out so rapidly to students and
transferring a large part of their CTE.
i. Men Le, speaking for LAUSD, explained that she just
wanted to have this opportunity to share LAUSD’s
transition to online learning and how they are providing
support to their teachers and students.
i.
They have a student engagement plan to focus
on supporting the teachers; it comprises of
using Blackboard Connect, Remind outreach,
and Schoology outreach. Our platforms consist
of Zoom, Remind, Schoology, Survey Monkey,
and email. For ASC, they use Apex,
Edmundton, and digitized traditional contracts.
Teachers are also using Zoom to contact their
students.
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ii.

j.

For student resources, they have expanded
them at keeplearning.dace. Devices have been
distributed for all their teachers and they are
working on distributing devices to students.
Guideline was sent to the schools on taking
attendance on our new system on DACES. With
regards to faculty and staff communication, their
office hours by school support teams are
provided via Zoom.
iii.
For points of pride, they are very proud of our
staff, very similar to other member districts;
there has been so much creativity and effort.
They have also digitized 100% of their ASE
curriculum, and are continuing their spring plus
offerings and their career program.
iv.
Their teacher attendance in Professional
Development has reached almost 2000 PD’s.
This is very exciting what’s happening in their
school, and they are just very proud and happy
that this is going on. With regards to areas of
wanting support, it’s just working on online
registration, summer school planning, and
rethinking end of the year PD opportunities.
Phil Tenorio introduced himself representing MUSD,
and explained that they are trying to do similar
activities.
i.
He wanted to touch on Dr. Mullen’s point about
stress. In terms of communication, MUSD felt
that was the most important thing, for every
instructor to make personal contact with their
students. Their teachers are great at creating
learning communities, so they're a real source
of support for their students, who are in turn
sources of support for each other. He said they
were probably about 90% successful in that
endeavor, and their classified staff has been
raring to go and continue that effort daily. So
that’s part of their points of pride as well.
ii.
Regarding technology, a lot of the instructors
had their existing platforms, so they didn’t want
to impose a particular communication method.
The majority of teachers are using Google
Classrooms, but some are using zoom, Snagit,
WebX, etc. In terms of distance learning, and to
kind of echo what Mr. Urioste said, a big shout
out to OTAN and CASAS, and especially
Burlington English.
iii.
They have converted a lot of our classes to
Burlington English Core, and they’ve been very
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iv.

v.

vi.

vii.

10
New and/or
Unfinished
Business

helpful and supportive in helping MUSD
teachers do that conversion. Some of their CTE
classes they have converted to Burlington
English, Career Explorations, etc. They use
Gradpoint for our high school program, and they
have had teachers move seamlessly between
Gradpoint and their high school lab settings.
In terms of teacher and student resources, they
have tried to make their website Montebello Ed
more robust, including a teacher portal and a
student portal. Online registration went live this
morning. A lot of their high school program
students are completing their courses, so they
are looking to capture more students as well.
In terms of devices, again that has been a
struggle. They had a very limited amount of time
to check out Chromebooks for students and
instructors that needed them. They are looking
at getting more chromebooks out and trying to
fill as many needs as they can.
They are still using ASAP for attendance, and
are working with CASAS to convert their
courses to distance learning format. As with
everyone, MUSD has a wide variety of
technological competence in its instructors. The
instructors that are highly technologically
competent are volunteering their own time to
assist colleagues. Communication Methods
meets weekly with classified staff, high school
and counseling staff, CTE instructors, and ESL
instructors. What’s awesome to see is the staff
is now organizing meetings on their own.
Regarding points of pride, when they think of
distance and online learning, they think about
technology, computers, mobile devices, etc.
They try to acknowledge as much as they can
the human capital they have; their students, and
their connection with the staff. That’s really the
point of pride that MUSD has. They have staff
that range in age from very young to well past
normal retirement age and all of them have
been participating in their google hangouts
meetings.

10.1 Eide Bailly, LLP LARAEC Enrollment Count and Procedures Audit
Final Report and Recommendations
a. Mr. Asturias explained that this report was included as part of the
board packet, and it is the same report they provided back in January,
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Mr. Asturias

they are just introducing it here for the board’s reference. Because of
the current pandemic’s disruptions of the organizations LARAEC
works with, they are only providing a quick update. During the January
meeting, the board requested CASAS to provide clarification for
discrepancies between CASAS reports and individual district
attendance. Mr. Asturias would like to recommend reaching out for
CASAS reps to report at the next scheduled board meeting. With
ample notice, they should be ready to prepare because the LARAEC
staff had already reached out to them and they were willing to come
and present their viewpoint. He would also like to add this item as a
discussion item for the next board meeting.
10.2 Vasquez and Company, LLP Development of Oversight Policies
and Procedures Progress Report
a. Mr. Asturias updated the board, saying they experienced some
disruption in terms of deliverables that were promised by Vasquez and
Company, although they did provide us with a preliminary policies and
procedures draft to the LARAEC office. LARAEC provided comment
on the following items: there were some elements of the engagement
letter that weren’t included. For example, LARAEC requested specific
recommendations for inclusion in their internal controls. Also findings
from relevant audits, etc. The policies and procedures presented were
a bit too general and did not include step by step instructions or
consortium enrollment guidelines from the Eide Bailly report that they
were provided with. Finally, the procedures did not include
reconciliation procedures between member districts and CASAS
systems. Vasquez has been working to include these and produce a
first draft of policy and procedures to provide to districts for comment.
They have given LARAEC a target date of May 18th to provide
LARAEC with that information.
10.3 Proposed LARAEC Future Meeting Dates
a. Mr. Asturias directed the board to page 37 of board packet and the
dates included in there as proposed dates for future meetings. There
was a March 20th meeting scheduled, but this was cancelled, and
they were planning to get exec board approval on the CFAD at that
time. Since the meeting was cancelled, they had to schedule another
meeting before May 2nd CFAD deadline. There was an additional
meeting scheduled for May 22, and the next meeting proposed is
August 14th. They would like the board to let them know when they
think is appropriate for the next meeting, and if possible, agree to the
proposed list of meeting dates. Mr. Asturias explained that the
LARAEC staff worked with the PPT to make sure there weren’t a ton
of conflicts, and tried to follow the previous directive from the board to
meet every other month. The first question is, do they want to meet
again after this meeting, and is the board agreeable to the dates set
forth on page 37?
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i.

b.

c.

d.

e.

Mr. Urioste thought they should meet again in May because by
then they may have some signals from the federal and state
government as to where things will be. He wouldn’t want to
wait until June, because he thinks then they would be racing. If
they meet in May, it gives them time having staff in place and
knowing how otheir federal and state governments are going
to proceed. Mr. Stark and Ms. Montes were also in favor.
ii.
Mr. Frank said he is in favor of a May or June meeting, and
brought up some points for June: he would say the workforce
stimulus 4 is likely to be sometime in the next 3 weeks, and
then there’s still formulation of how it’s going to roll out.
There’s a request for WIOA 1 and 2 from workforce partners,
as well as Perkins, as well as TAA. There might be some
combined efforts that they can work together on as a system.
Also, this distancing is in place in LACCD schools through the
end of the school year. Distancing is in place until May 15th,
but there may be some value in a little bit more time. It’s not
like they are going on vacation anywhere to actually have a
little more direction and information. His sense is that a little bit
more time is better, but obviously he will go with what people
think is the best way forward.
iii.
Ms. Jacquez agreed with Mr. Frank, and thinks combining
grants with each other might be working smarter, not harder.
So to give them a couple weeks after May 15th might be good;
she also preferred meeting on Wednesday mornings.
Mr. Urioste said that he was not opposed to meeting in June, but does
think they need to meet again in May, and then they can meet in June.
At this point in time, he wouldn’t feel comfortable limiting their
meetings given decisions that might have to be made regarding their
operations in the fall.
i.
Mr. Stark, Ms. Montes, and Mr. Frank agreed and said they
would be fine with meeting May and June.
Mr. Asturias summarized that they have a consensus to meet in May
and in June. Mr. Urioste suggested meeting May 22nd since it’s after
when the stay at home orders are going to be lifted on the 15th. Mr.
Asturias suggested making the meeting May 20th to continue with the
Wednesday Morning dates. The board agreed that the next meeting
will be on May 20th from 10:00 AM to 1:00 PM. Mr. Asturias said he
will send a mid-June meeting date which will be posted on the website
as well.
Mr. Asturias said LARAEC would look at June 17th or June 24th for
the June meeting, and the board members said they were good with
either. Mr. Asturias said he would tentatively schedule if for the 17th; if
everybody confirms, the meeting will be on that date from 10 AM to 1
PM.
Mr. Asturias said the second question was with regards to the
calendar, based on the info he just received, he asked if the board
would like the PPT to review this calendar and propose monthly
meetings, and the board agreed. Mr. Asturias said that they will
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update that list to have a monthly meeting and then the board can
change it as circumstances change.
10.4 LARAEC Board President Succession
a. Ms. Stiehl directed the board to a handout in their packet that recaps
decisions made regarding board president succession in the past.
Last August, when they elected Mr. Urioste, they elected Mr. Stark as
first vice president to take over next year, then Ms. Jacquez to take
over 21-22 SY. In the bylaws, it states they will select a new second
vice president to follow the chain, and they will need to have that on
the agenda for the first meeting of the new year.
b. Mr. Urioste said that he thinks this actually should occur in June. So
that that person is ready for that meeting in August. Ms. Stiehl clarified
that they have the president already determined so the vice president
can take over too. Mr. Asturias added that the way the bylaws indicate
succession is to have 3 positions already decided, so through 2021,
they know what president is going to be in effect July 1st. So they
need to vote on the 3rd position any time after July to make sure the
succession line continues.
10.5 Consortia Financial Administration Declaration
a. Ms. Ocampo explained that the CFAD is included as an action item
today, and showed a slide with important dates or processes that
impact our allocations. LARAEC staff know that things are fluid at the
moment, but so far this is the info the CAEP office has provided to
them. In January the fiscal proposed budget was released. CAEP
office has released preliminary allocations for FY21, and now what’s
on their horizon is CFAD submission, which is due on May 2nd. It’s a
critical piece because the CFAD is crucial in formulating the interagency agreement between CDE and the chancellor's office. After
completion of the May 2nd CFAD, what’s scheduled next is the
release of the May revised budget in mid-May. Depending on
adjustments to budget, that may affect their allocations. The release of
CAEP funds starts in August
b. On the next slide, the preliminary allocations for FY21 included a 2.29
COLA. According to the state, all members are eligible to receive
COLA based on a member’s allocation percentage from the prior
year’s CFAD. Consortia cannot vote to exclude a member from
receiving COLA provided they received funding the prior year.
c. Last April, the CAEP office sent a correspondence to all consortia
directors or leads on anticipated changes from previous allocations. In
line with the current situation, the CAEP office cannot make any
guarantees regarding FY21 funding. More info will be released MidMay. The CAEP office gave 3 possible scenarios. 1, that COLA
remains the same. This is the scenario LARAEC will be using to work
on the CFAD. She summarized the projected allocation with COLA.
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d. On the next slide is scenario 2: the COLA will be cut and the base
funding remains the same. If this happens, they will need to resubmit
CFAD by June 13th.
e. The last scenario provided is if the COLA and CAEP funding are both
cut. In this case, they’ll have to resubmit their CFAD by June 13th,
and the cuts would be proportional to each member.
10.5.1 Second Public Comment
Sofia Mayoral said that there were still no public comment cards.
10.6
Action Item

10.6.1 Approve Consortia Fiscal Administration Declaration (CFAD)

Ms. Montes confirmed with Ms. Ocampo that the money for the LARAEC
office is new money from their 2021 allocation, and Ms. Ocampo added that it
was the base.
BUSD: Aye
CCUSD: Aye
LACCD: Aye
LAUSD: Aye
MUSD: Aye
The board voted unanimously to approve the CFAD.
11
Announceme
nts

Mr. Frank announced that his 7-year commitment to LACCD would lay out on
June 30th, so he has two more meetings left on the LARAEC board and will
work hard to make sure his replacement is ready to go.

11.1 Next Board Meeting:

Adjourn

Next board meeting will be Friday, May 20th, 2020. Location: LACCD’s Van
de Kamp Innovation Center
Mr. Urioste adjourned the meeting at 12:33 PM.
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27 Los Angeles Regional Adult Education Consortium
Fiscal Declaration - Consortium Approved
Consortium Name: 27 Los Angeles Regional Adult Education Consortium
Funding Channel: Direct Funded
Narrative: Funds allocated to all member districts will be used to carry-out the priorities set forth in the Los Angeles Regional
Adult Education Consortium (LARAEC) CAEP 3-year plan and as updated and indicated through the Yearly Plan. Additionally, a
stronger emphasis will be made to enhance the delivery of instruction via Distance Learning and online tools. Majority of the
total budget will be spent on instructional and non-instructional salaries and benefits to support the programs and services
provided to adult education students and the remaining balance will be used for supplies, equipment, contracts, and other
operating expenses, capital outlay, and indirect cost necessary to support the adult education programs and services o ered
at each member district as outlined in the plan.
Changes: No Changes

Member Allocations
Member Name

(2020-21)

(2019-20)

(2018-19)

Burbank Unified

$2,730,697

$2,674,734

$2,585,283

Culver City Unified

$1,661,103

$1,627,060

$1,572,646

Los Angeles CCD

$8,161,751

$7,994,485

$7,727,127

Los Angeles Unified

$108,048,810

$105,834,476

$102,295,069

Montebello Unified

$13,676,518

$13,396,233

$12,948,225

Total Allocated to Members

$134,278,879

$131,526,988

$127,128,350

Total CAEP Funds

$134,278,879

$131,272,761

$127,128,350

Total Remaining

$0

$-254,227

$0

Member Agencies

Sub
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Member Agency

Member Type

Contact

Phone

Burbank Unified

Unified School District

Emilio Urioste Jr.

(818) 729-5950 ext: 33901

Culver City Unified

Unified School District

Veronica Montes 8424300

(310) 842-4300

Los Angeles CCD

District

Laurence Frank

Los Angeles Unified

Unified School District

Joseph Stark

(213) 241-3150

Montebello Unified

Unified School District

Mrs. Alice Jacquez

(323) 887-7845

Certification & Assurances
By clicking "Approve" on the approval cards below, you are certifying the CFAD as well as confirming that you and
ALL consortium members agree to the Assurances listed below.

Assurances
Membership & Decision-Making
I certify that any community college district, school district, or county o ice of education, or any joint powers authority
consisting of community college districts, school districts, county o ices of education, or a combination of these, located
within the boundaries of the adult education region shall be permitted to join the consortium as a member (EC 84905 (a)
(b). (See Membership Box above).
I certify that only members as described above (and in EC 84905) are allowed to join my consortium as members and
participate in decision making and approvals whether in a public meeting, or via the NOVA planning, budgeting & expense
reporting system.
I certify that as a condition of joining a consortium, as a member, I shall commit to reporting any funds (as described in EC
84916) available to that member for the purposes of education and workforce services for adults and the uses of those
funds through the annual Program Area exercise in NOVA for reporting leveraged funds, and instructional hours.
I certify that as a member of the consortium my district shall be represented only by an o icial designated by the
governing board of the member (EC 84905 (c)).
I certify that as a member of the consortium, I shall participate in any decision made by the consortium (EC 84905 (d)(1)
(A)).
I certify that all decision made by the consortium and its members is final (EC 84905 (d)(1)(F)).
I certify that I will adhere to the consortium rules and procedures and, as agreed upon by the consortium members, to any
additional by-laws, charters, etc.

Public Meetings
I certify that a proposed decision is considered at an open, properly noticed public meeting of the consortium at which
members of the public may comment (EC 84905 (d)(1)(B)).
I certify that the consortium has provided the public with adequate notice of a proposed decision and considered any
comments submitted by members of the public, and any comments submitted by members of the public have been
distributed publicly (EC 84905 (d)(1)(C)).
I certify that the consortium has requested comments regarding a proposed decision from other entities located in the
Sub
adult education region that provide education and workforce services for adults (EC 84905 (d)(1)(D)(i)).
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I certify that the consortium has requested comments regarding a proposed decision from other entities located in the
adult education region that provide education and workforce services for adults (EC 84905 (d)(1)(D)(i)).
I certify that the consortium has considered input provided by pupils, teachers employed by local educational agencies,
community college faculty, principals, administrators, classified sta , and the local bargaining units of the school districts
and community college districts before it makes a decision (EC 84905 (d)(1)(E)).
I certify that in addition to the meeting requirements listed in EC 84905, and as agreed upon by the consortium members,
that I will follow the public meeting requirements listed in the Ralph M. Brown Act as the Brown Act applies to the
governing body of any “local body created by state or federal statute.” (Ed. Code, section 54952.)

Reporting Requirements
I certify that I will participate in completing and updating any consortium long range and/or short range planning e orts
and/or budget work plans (EC 84906, 84914(a)).
I certify that all CAEP expenses have been expended in the CAEP seven program areas, and services provided are consistent
with the 3-year plan, the annual plan, and my district’s work plan & budget as submitted in NOVA (EC 84913 (1-7), 84906,
8914(a)).
I certify that my expenditures of CAEP funds match the objectives/activities included in the annual plan and the member
work plan (EC 84906, 84914(a)).
I certify that my expenditures of CAEP funds adhere to the allowable uses of funds as identified in the CAEP Fiscal
Management Guide.
I certify that I will report student level enrollment data and outcomes as prescribed by the State CAEP O ice (EC 84920).
I certify that I will share financial expenditure and progress reports with the members of my regional consortium.
I certify that I understand that as a member if I do not meet any of these items I have certified, I will be deemed an
ine ective member which may result in a loss or reduction of CAEP funding (EC 84914(b)).
I certify that all CAEP expenses have been expended only for the education of persons 18 years of age or older (EC
84901(a)).
Burbank Unified - Member Representative
Emilio Urioste
Director Burbank Adult school
emiliourioste@burbankusd.org
(818) 729-5950 ext: 33901

Appr oved by E m ilio Ur ioste Jr.
04/27/2020 09:44 AM PDT

Culver City Unified - Member Representative
Veronica Montes
Prinicipal
veronicamontes@ccusd.org
(310) 842-4300
Appr oved by V er onica Montes 8424300
04/28/2020 08:34 AM PDT
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Los Angeles CCD - Member Representative
Laurence Frank
franklbemail@laccd.edu
Adrienne Ann Mullen
Dean, Adult, Commuity & Continuing Education
mullenaa@email.laccd.edu
(323) 953-4000 ext: 3533
Appr oved by Adr ienne Ann Mullen E d.D.
04/30/2020 11:53 AM PDT

Los Angeles Unified - Member Representative
Joseph Stark
joseph.stark@lausd.net
(213) 241-3150
Men Le
men.le@lausd.net
(213) 241-3814
Appr oved by Men Le
04/29/2020 02:54 PM PDT

Montebello Unified - Member Representative
Alice Jacquez
jacquez_alice@montebello.k12.ca.us
(323) 887-7845

Appr oved by Mr s. Alice Ja cquez
04/27/2020 11:21 AM PDT
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MEMO
April 13, 2020
To: Adult Education Consortium Directors and Members
From: The California Adult Education Program Office (CAEP)
Subject: Following the 2019-20 CAEP Annual Plan
This memo is to remind all CAEP funded consortia, member districts, and fiscal agents that CAEP related education code
84900-84920 and state issued guidance remains in effect during the 19-20 program year.
Consortia and their member districts must continue to follow their approved annual adult education plans. This would
include paying all adult education related staff to follow the approved plan. CAEP Regional Consortia have the right under
EC84914 to reduce a member district funding if an approved plan is not being followed (see citation below):
EC84914 (2) (b) (1) For any fiscal year for which the chancellor and the Superintendent allocate an amount of
funds to the consortium greater than the amount allocated in the prior fiscal year, the amount of funds to be
distributed to a member of that consortium shall be equal to or greater than the amount distributed in the prior
fiscal year, unless the consortium makes at least one of the following findings related to the member for which
the distribution would be reduced:
(A) The member no longer wishes to provide services consistent with the adult education plan.
(B) The member cannot provide services that address the needs identified in the adult education plan.
(C) The member has been consistently ineffective in providing services that address the needs identified in the
adult education plan and reasonable interventions have not resulted in improvements.
An approved adult education plan and its related budget can be modified with consortium approval and member
certification in NOVA. The consortium must follow current public meeting requirements in order to agree upon annual
plan and budget modifications. For additional details and to check on consortium approved adult education plans, please
reference the CAEP Program Guidance, CAEP Fiscal Management Guide, and the NOVA system via the CAEP website.
If you have any questions regarding this information, please contact the CAEP Technical Assistance Project
at tap@caladulted.org.
Sincerely,
Carolyn Zachry, Ed.D.
California Department of Education
Adult Education Program Office

Javier Romero
California Community Colleges Chancellor's Office
Adult Education Program Office

CALADULTED.ORG
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REPORT TO THE BOARD
To:

Members of the LARAEC Executive Board

From:

LARAEC Office

Prepared By:

Justin Gorence, LARAEC Advisor

Date:

May 12, 2020

Subject

Conference Expense Breakdown

Background:
The 2020 LARAEC Conference, scheduled for March 14th, was cancelled due to COVID‐19
concerns. Because of the cancellation, there were a number of pending contracts with vendors
that required resolution. LARAEC incurred costs for out‐of‐pocket expenses, but resolution of
other contracts was predicated on rescheduling the conference.
At the April 22nd LARAEC Board Meeting, Executive Board members directed staff to break
down costs in order to understand what fees were incurred, what contracts were outstanding,
and what monies, if any, would potentially be freed up because of the cancellation

Discussion/Issues:
Outstanding contracts include:
Sheraton Universal Hotel: $8000 out of pocket cost incurred. Cancellation fee of $40,000
waived if event rebooked by March, 2021
Dashing Events: $1081 out of pocket cost incurred.
PSAV: $0 costs incurred but $2650 owed if not rescheduled
Keynote Speaker: down payment of $4850 paid. If rescheduled, remainder would be due after
2021 conference
RG Pacific: pending out of pocket costs for rental equipment only
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Fiscal Impact:
Including staff, supplies and other costs owed or incurred, LARAEC is liable for $26,719.
Without a rescheduled conference for 2021, those costs increase to $85,383 out of a total
amount budgeted for the conference of $124,132. This cost represents 69% of the original
budget. With a reschedule, this drops to 21%. The following table breaks down specific costs:

Recommendations:
Because of the significant fiscal impact that not rescheduling the conference would have on the
consortium, it is recommended that LARAEC plan to have a conference by March of 2021 and
work with the vendors mentioned above. This would potentially free up $82,562. Please note,
however, that if current restrictions under COVID‐19 continue into 2020‐21, we will need to
renegotiate options with vendors
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AGENDA ITEM
5.4
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REPORT TO THE BOARD
To:

Members of the LARAEC Executive Board

From:

LARAEC Office

Prepared By:

Michele Stiehl

Date:

May 15, 2020

Subject:

Virtual Conference, Innovation Awards, and Moderated Discussions

Background:
The LARAEC conference, scheduled for March 14, 2020, was cancelled due to school closures
and social distancing requirements brought on by COVID‐19. There is a greater need now for
sharing across districts, meeting the challenges of serving our students and future students, and
keeping faculty and staff connected and engaged.
I have attended several virtual conferences over the last several months since we have been
working under “stay‐at‐home.” Some conferences have been very elaborate and required
intense tech set up and management. Other conferences did not require much technology to
implement, but maintained a clean and professional presentation. I think that we can effectively
hold a conference that does not require much technology, provide connection between districts,
and support our remote learning programs. I think we can also use this conference to engage in
super‐regional activities by including other consortia.

Virtual Conference Proposal
Platform:
1) Use of sched.com and our website to host a conference with minimal technical
requirements.

Session Pacing:
1)

We can host the conference over several days or set it up to run on one day.
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Presenters:
1) Send out a call for presenters including the last group but add space for new
presenters that specifically address current circumstances.
2) Reach out to specific presenters to fill identified needed presentations
3) Include other consortia and districts that are using innovative strategies or would
like to participate.
4) Neil Kelly for his state update, Jay Wright for a CASAS update, and perhaps it would
be easier to get other representatives since there is no travel involved.
5) Some of the general speakers can be pre‐recorded, while presentation sessions
remain live with Q&A
Volunteers:
1) Need room moderators. These can be pairs of zoom savvy people assigned to each
session. They will start off the session with room etiquette, monitor video/audio,
monitor chat and Q&A, and be on hand to be helpful for presenters.
Innovation Awards
1) Use current award recipients, so next year March awards will reflect new
innovations happening now.
2) Pre‐recorded presentation of each award during the conference plenary
session/lunch (include project description by innovators)
3) Pre‐recorded presentation and description of each award put up weekly on our
website/Facebook/twitter/Instagram accounts.
4) Possibly present these during a board meeting (perhaps June?)
Vendors
1) We can re‐engage vendors by offering a few sessions for them.
2) We can focus on specific vendors that have tools, software, and web‐based solutions
for our schools.
Timing:
1) A late July or early August conference might work well. It gives people the option to
gear up for the next semester.
2) After school starts is also an option.
Fiscal Impact:
1) Need for Zoom Webinar version for plenary sessions – This has an additional minimal
cost.
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2) Work with our web development team to help with set up and delivery of concurrent
sessions. – Consultant time and possibly support for day of event.

Next Steps:
1) Set up conference committee
2) Select a date

Related Proposal:
Moderated Sessions
It will take some time to put together a conference. At the point person meeting, the idea was
advanced of having some moderated inter‐consortium sessions to facilitate sharing and
problem solving. Teachers have more immediate needs to address. These sessions will move
beyond PD, and provide more of a forum for practical help and connection.
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Schedule weekly meetings with posted topics
Moderated
Some sessions can have a selected speaker to start off the conversation then Q&A
Can have lunchtime keynotes that require less interaction.
Topics can include items like: remote testing, open source materials, tracking
student progress, curriculum, student engagement, innovation award winners,
providing student support services remotely.

We can use our social media accounts and conference email list to communicate with the field.
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5.5
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REPORT TO THE BOARD
To:

Executive Board Members

From:

LARAEC Office

Prepared By:

J Gorence, LARAEC Advisor

Date:

May 12, 2020

Subject

Action Planning Team Considerations and Possible Next Steps

Background:
Action Planning Teams met initially in November and then again in February. Teams continued
to work on their action items through the beginning of March. However, those activities were
put on hold as the severity of the COVID‐19 crisis became evident, and member‐district schools
began closing. Since that time, all Action Planning Team activities have been put on hold.
At the April 22nd Regular Meeting, Executive Board members discussed the logistics of
reengaging the Action Planning Teams. This report is meant to review considerations necessary
in this discussion and possible guiding questions for the conversation.

Discussion/Issue:
As LARAEC considers moving forward with APT activities, a number of issues must be
considered:






Member district contractual issues surrounding engagement in professional
development activities
Fiscal impact of reengaging in APT activities
Member district priorities around continuation of instruction and training of
instructional staff for remote teaching
Personnel available to continue with APT activities
Technical issues involved in reengaging via conferencing platforms and web‐based
platforms
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Guiding Questions





What are member‐district priorities right now?
What are member‐district limitations for personnel participating in APTs?
Are member‐district personnel available to participate?
How might that participation work?
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AGENDA ITEM
5.6
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REPORT TO THE BOARD
To:

Members of the LARAEC Executive Board

From:

LARAEC Office

Prepared By:

Michele Stiehl, LARAEC Advisor

Date:

May 8, 2020

Subject

Cal Fresh Stakeholders Meeting Update on 5/8/2020 10 AM – 12 PM

Discussion/Issues:
CalFresh leadership gave an overview of the activities that the state Calfresh office is working
on to support Californians during the pandemic.
Areas of response:
1) Immediate Response:
a. Food banks – increasing support to meet increased need
b. Emergency food assistance
c. Farm to table programs
2) Apply: (Assistance to new applicants)
a. Closed lobbies or significantly limited people for in‐person applications
b. Some paper applications and drop boxes available
c. Expanded call center staff and hours
d. IVR messaging
e. Directed applicants to online services
f. Employees teleworking
3) Maintain: (Helping maintain existing clients)
a. Extended dues dates on requirements for face‐to‐face interviews
b. Added Telephonic signature for documents
c. Waivers for re‐cert interviews
d. Pending
i. Hold harmless agreement for reviews (in case clients eligibility changed)
ii. Expansion of EBT to restaurants
iii. Over issuance relief
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e.
f.
g.
h.

CalFresh Employment and Training
Investment in technology
Increasing capacity through statewide providers
EBT Online purchasing – started April 28
i. Adding retailers
ii. Walmart Online – free delivery

4) Get More Benefits:
a. Emergency Allotments – Raising household monthly CalFresh to maximum for
household size
b. Pandemic EBT issued
i. Automatic to all students who qualify for free or reduced lunch if school
is closed and already have an application on file (CalFresh, CalWorks,
Medi‐cal, or Foster Care benefit). EBT cards will arrive May 12 – 24th .
ii. If qualify for free or reduced lunch and do not currently have an
application on file, then parents may submit application May 22‐ June 30.
iii. Pandemic EBT is up to $365 one‐time payment per child.
iv. Toolkits are being mailed out to eligible families. Families without
current applications need to be part of school outreach.
v. Spread the word.
Recommendation:
CalFresh needs help in letting families know that they qualify for pandemic EBT and helping
them figure out where to file an application. There are 4 million children in California that
qualify.

Next Meeting 08/18/2020 2 – 4 PM
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5/15/2020

REGULAR MEETING
MAY 20, 2020
10:00 A.M. – 1:00 P.M.
ZOOM VIRTUAL MEETING

1. CALL TO ORDER
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1

5/15/2020

1.1 PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE

1.2 ADJUSTMENTS TO THE AGENDA
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2

5/15/2020

1.3 APPROVAL OF AGENDA

1.4 ITEMS FOR FUTURE AGENDAS
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3

5/15/2020

1.5 APPROVAL OF THE MINUTES
a. Regular Board Meeting: April 22, 2020

2. PUBLIC COMMENT
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4

5/15/2020

3. YEARLY PLAN UPDATE

4. BUDGET REPORT and UPDATES
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5

5/15/2020

4.1. Upcoming CAEP Due Dates,
Updates, and Reminders

Important Dates





June 1 – FY 2020 Q3 Progress and Expense Report in NOVA
June 16 – FY 2020 Q3 Progress and Expense Report due to
LARAEC
June 30 – FY 2020 Q3 Progress and Expense Report
Consortium Certification
August 15 – FY 2021 Annual Plan due in NOVA
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6

5/15/2020

4.2. FY 2021‐2022 Consortium Fiscal
Administration Declaration (CFAD)

FY 2020‐2021 CFAD
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7

5/15/2020

FY 2020‐2021 CFAD

4.3. FY 2020‐2021 Annual Plan
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8

5/15/2020

FY 20 Annual Plan*



Ed Code 84900‐84920 and state issued guidance remains in
effect for the 19‐20 program year
Member districts must continue to follow their approved
annual AE plans. This includes paying all adult education
related staff to follow the approved plan.

*Source: Following the 2019‐20 CAEP Annual Plan Memo dated April 13, 2020

FY 20 Annual Plan (cont)*


Consortia may reduce a member district funding if an
approved plan is not being followed (based on EC84914):

*Source: Following the 2019‐20 CAEP Annual Plan Memo dated April 13, 2020
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9

5/15/2020

FY 20 Annual Plan*




An approved adult education plan and its related budget can
be modified with consortium approval and certification in
NOVA.
Consortium must follow current public meeting requirements
in order to agree upon annual plan and budget modifications.

*Source: Following the 2019‐20 CAEP Annual Plan Memo dated April 13, 2020

4.4. CAEP Allocations – May Revise CAEP
Budget Scenario based on May Revise
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10

5/15/2020

FY 21 CAEP Estimated Allocations (May Revise Budget)

5. INFORMATION AND DISCUSSION ITEMS
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11

5/15/2020

5.1 Conference funds report of
the expenditures and balance
form the cancelled March LARAEC
conference

5.2 Eide Bailly, LLP LARAEC enrollment
count and procedures audit: CASAS
report on reconciliation of data between
systems
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12

5/15/2020

5.3 Vasquez and Company, LLP
development of oversight polices and
procedures progress report

5.4 Virtual conference opportunities,
consortium moderated sessions, and
Innovation Awards
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5/15/2020

5.5 Action Planning Teams: next steps

5.6 CalFresh Stakeholders update from
May meeting
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14

5/15/2020

5.7 Remote CASAS testing and remote
COAAP testing

6. BOARD MEMBER REPORTS
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15

5/15/2020

7. PUBLIC COMMENT

8. ACTION ITEMS
◦No Action Items
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16

5/15/2020

9. ANNOUNCEMENTS
Next Board Meeting:
Wednesday, June 17, 2020 10AM‐1PM
Location: Zoom Meeting

ADJOURN
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